Pronoun Quiz Key

PRONOUN CASE
In the following sentences underline each pronoun which is used incorrectly and then write
the correct form above the pronoun. Write C if the sentence is correct.
1. That was she who made the cherry pie.
2. Jane suspected Claire and her of telling secrets.
3. Henry's elder brother objected to his gambling.
4. We boys found out where the best ice cream cones were sold. C
5. The boys treated us girls. C
6. Dora's husband is many years older than she.
7. Who do you suppose turned in the false alarm?
8. The politician is the man of whom I spoke yesterday.
9. I appreciate your helping me with this job.
10. The leader should be someone whom the boys respect.
11. Who did Margaret say her teachers were?
12. The boys who were working on the car were Danny and he.
13. Richard, Tom, and I are going to look for summer jobs.
14. Frances invited her three cousins, Dot, Katie, and me, to come to a party.
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PROUNOUN AGREEMENT
Underline the pronoun in parentheses that agrees with its antecedent.
1. Although Billy did not complete his chores, each of the other children completed (his,
their) chores.
2. Each of the candidates gave (his, their) speech at the picnic.
3. Nobody should just blow-up, but (they, he) should find a means of letting off steam.
4. Everybody felt it was the most amusing play (they, he) had ever seen.
5. Neither of the two girls would give (their, her) consent.
6. Nobody would do (her, their) job assignment if (she was, they were) not paid for it.
7. Each of the guests wore (their, her) favorite hat to the party.
8. If a person is not afraid of work, (they, he) will probably find success.
9. Neither Mr. Stone nor the other members completed (his, their) part of the research.
10. If anyone talks to Liz, will (they, he) please let me know?
11. Someone snatched the light bulb. I hope (she, they) will return it.
12. He does not feel that either of them would give two dollars of (his, their) money to (his,
their) country.
13. Either the team members or the coach will ask that (his, their) club be supported.
14. I know somebody here will volunteer to do the job. I will reward (him, them) with a free
movie pass.
15. When I asked for a volunteer, everyone looked down at (his, their) desk.
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